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Featuring first words, numbers, colors, and shapes, alongside a clear layout and bold images, this

introductions to French helps young children learn basic vocabulary. Each title includes an

introduction for parents and teachers suggesting strategies for helping children learn most

effectively. With a format that encourages adult-child interaction, toddlers and their parents will find

My First French Book to be the ideal "look and say" picture-word books. Slightly older children will

learn the essential French vocabularies that they will need in their reading.
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Mandy Stanley illustrated both the I Can Count and I Can Spell series and and the award-winning

First Number Book and First Word Book, which were both Smithsonian magazine Notable Books for

Children. She trained at Great Yarmouth College of Art and Design and Nottingham Polytechnic,

where she gained a degree in fashion.

Her older brother is in kindergarten at a French school. She stays with me while mommy and daddy

are at work, so I want to teach her the words for things in English and French. She's almost 1 1/4

years old and learning her first words. My 10 year grandson enjoys it as well and has decided to

take a language next year..



I do not have words to praise this book enough!! We have hundreds of books and my 17 month old

son always goes for this one. His little face lights up when he sees it. We read it every night! The

only thing I would change is the illustrations for the numbers in the beginning. They are a little

strange I find and I would also add a few more pages with other themes. Overall though I would still

give it 5 stars as my child loves it.

My daughter (15 months) LOVES this book. As soon as she saw it, she wanted to read it and wants

to read it about 6 times a day! It's really well made, very colorful and has big pictures. Under each

picture is the word in French and English and you can find the pronunciation for each word at the

end of the book.

Very good book.. believe or not I use it to teach French to my wife who in turn teaches it to our

children as I am often out during the day.She loves it and learns quite fast. My soon also like it as

the images are big enough to catch his attention...

Cute book

This is a great basic book. I bought this because our child attends a French immersion school and I

figured it would be useful for us both - and so far, it has proven well worthwhile. The pronunciation

guide is helpful but we tend to use online tools because they can be replayed over and again.

Bought this for my nephew who is teaching his toddler to speak French. We were both pleasantly

surprised, the book offers colorful pictures with both English and French translation. Great for

adults, too.

I don't even remember when I bought this for my son (now 2yo) he has loved it since the first day!!!

Absolutely one of his favorite books, we are learning french together, this book is unbeatable!
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